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Dr. Yacob
Yacob Arsano associate professor at AAU and Director of
for AAU press delivers expert and research based
based
presentation & analysis on the issues in titled " HydroHydro-Politics
of NorthNorth-Eastern Africa
Africa and Implications for Regional
Geopolitics"
Geopolitics" and "the
"the intrinsic worthiness of the Ethiopian
Ethiopian
Renaissance Dam for Nile stream countries"
countries" in London, UK .
The conference held in London, UK on October,5 and 6,
2012 in the presence of his Excellency Ambassador Birhanu
Kebede ambassador of the United Kingdom and the
Scandinavian countries. Attaches, councillors and directorates
from the Ethiopian Embassy and the executive committee
members of the Ethiopian National Consensus Forum took
part at this very expounding and imperative conference.
The conference was held in two phases. The first meeting
where held down town in London, United Kingdom at
Chatham House in a place where most of the world current,
burning, political and pertinent issues dealt with and
discussed.
His Excellency Dr.Yacob Arsano at Chatham house provided
brief analysis on the issues pinpointed above for invited
researchers,journalists, commentators, scholars, academicians
of downstream and upper stream countries of the Nile River
whom their base in London, United Kingdom. This
conference where facilitated by experts of Chatham House.
The second meeting where conducted at Irish Centre in
North London, United Kingdom. The issues dealt with at this
conference were the same as previous one, but the
presentation was broad, very detailed and reflective and the
participants where Ethiopians and Ethiopian origin, Ethiopian
experts, academicians, scholars, community leaders; think-

tank groups and people across the board residing in the
United Kingdom.
In both meetings there were free, open and participatory
discussions and the presentations were very eloquent. The
turnout was huge and constrictive dialogues prevailed and
his Excellency Dr.Yakcob Arsano provided a very well
structured and research based reply for the questions raised
in both sessions.
The participants recommended such kind of thoughtful and
enlightening conferences that spin around on the economic,
political ,social ,cultural and other issues to be conducted
across the globe so as all Ethiopian’s to have a sense of
ownership , clear awareness, contribute ,indulge and to reach
in to consensus on the initiatives put forward
by the
Ethiopian Government .
The participants vow to buy the Ethiopian Renaissance Dam
bond and expressed their firm assertion to stand beside the
initiatives put forward in every endeavour that are common
for all Ethiopian’s beside their political and diminutive
differences.
Ethiopian National Consensus Forum-UK press office

